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YAVIS 
OPEN FOR THE MOMENT. 

INACCESSIBLE FOR OTHERS.



THERE ARE TWO SUITABLE PLACES FOR SPECIAL CHRONOMETERS.

THE OTHER IS YOUR WRIST.

There is no better place for a watch than the 

collector’s wrist. But the time inevitably comes  

to take it off. That’s why there’s Yavis. 

Yavis is the continuation of fascination and  

sensual experience, combined with the highest 

security. Conceived as the ultimate. To preserve  

the moment, yet protect value safely. So that  

the experience continues.
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THERE IS A SECURITY

THAT CONVINCES EVEN THE EYE.

The true value of a collection can only be measured with the senses. 

Accordingly, Yavis is open to beauty and elegance. Yet closed, for a 

reassuring sense of security. 

The unhindered encounter with the chronometers makes the moment 

one of enjoyment. Nothing is there to distract. Yavis serves as a discreet 

setting that gives its contents a special presentation. Yavis underlines 

the collection, and modestly fi ts in with its surroundings.

A David in appearance. A Goliath in strength.

Safety for the collection, and an aesthetic presentation? Normally this 

would be a contradiction in terms. Massive steel safes may fulfi ll their 

purpose, but they separate you from the pieces you treasure most, 

locking away any aesthetic experience. If they try to disguise these short 

comings through design and styling, it is as if they would make themselves 

more important than their contents.

Yavis is different. The collection remains visible, yet secure. The outward 

appearance blends in with its surroundings. Each Yavis is unique – and 

you decide just how unique. If it can be done, it will be done. 
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HAVE YOU EVER THOUGHT ABOUT

OPENING YOUR OWN EXHIBITION?

Compose your collection. Set the visiting hours. 

Enjoy being the most frequent visitor, and sharing 

impressive moments with others.
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OVER EIGHT YEARS IN DEVELOPMENT. OVER 3800 PARTS.

PERFECTION BEYOND DOUBT.

Superfi cially, it’s a watch holder. 

Viewed more closely, it’s a precision 

mechanism that softly glides together 

to hold your chronometer.  
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20 MOTORS.

BUT THE REAL DRIVE IS THE FASCINATION OF FUNCTION.

There are plenty of other safes, but none offer security combined with the 

simultaneous experience of a chronometer collection. The goal in developing 

Yavis was different: To be close to the collection, even when the safe is closed.  

To provide dependable security. But above all, to go deeper into detail than  

ever before. Because each part is important – each one. No matter how small  

or insignificant it may appear to be. 

Together, these details open up an unexpected richness of function, and a new 

enjoyment of your masterpieces.

Activate the Yavis numerical code. Click! The massive bolts unlock. Pneumatic 

springs automatically open Yavis, and welcome you with a quiet “sssst.” 

Everything revolves around your collection. Including the watch winder.

Release a watch holder from the precision double ball-bearing mounted housing. 

With just a slight pressure, the spring mechanism softly glides closed as if on 

rails, thanks to the parallel guides. And opens again to accept your chronometer, 

regardless of the diameter of the watchband. Set your watch back in its secured 

place, and sense the gentle engagement. Click! Close the Yavis door. Open your 

eyes. And enjoy a revelation in LED. 

Forget the passage of time when you think about caring for your collection.

Yavis takes individual care of each chronometer, in just the way it needs. Each of 

the 20 integrated watch winders follows its own individually controlled rhythm. 

Define the frequency, number and direction of winding movements, simply and 

easily. And forget about setting the date, day of the week, or phase of the moon. 

The Yavis is factory-programmed with your desired configuration. You can 

change the parameters for each watch winder with the Yavis software using the 

USB interface.
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LEISURE TIME IS PRECIOUS.

TOO PRECIOUS TO SPEND IT WITHOUT YOUR LOVED ONES.

A full life is a collection of 

pleasurable moments. 
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SECURITY IS

WHEN YOU DON’T NEED TO THINK ABOUT IT.

Chronometers are created not just to tell the time, but also to be enjoyed. 

Even when you aren’t keeping a personal watch on their security. So rely 

on Yavis.

 

Used on construction sites. And in Yavis.

The Yavis housing is built of the same steel that gives rugged excavator shovels 

their toughness. Multilayer sandwich construction foils even experienced 

safecrackers. All inside moving parts are likewise encapsulated in multiple 

layers. The invisible electromagnetic lock with interior mechanism offers no 

vulnerable points. And glances are the only thing that can get through the 

bulletproof, impact-proof, high security glass. Even extreme thermal stresses 

cannot impair the protection of your collection. 

Tested, certifi ed, and approved by insurers.

The VdS (German association of property insurers) tried to open the Yavis by 

force. Yavis stood the VdS test. Naturally Yavis can be linked with alarm 

systems and integrated into any conceivable circuitry. This gives Yavis a level 

of security that insurers welcome – and will often recognize through lower 

premiums.

Yavis leaves nothing to chance. It even monitors itself.

Protection from unauthorized access is one thing. The security of functions 

is another. Valuable chronometers are happiest when they are kept wound 

in the optimum rhythm. And components such as the electromechanical lock 

must not fail under any circumstances. Nor will they. Because Yavis monitors 

itself with its own control unit. 

It also has backup mechanisms. If a problem should arise, these take over 

the functions, just as they do in aircraft and spacecraft. Yavis immediately 

informs its owner of this condition.
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There are many materials, but only a few that are good enough for Yavis. And good enough to be 

used in a manufacturing process in which special requests are not extras, but standard.

Armored glass. Yet practically invisible.

The best protection is invisible. Yavis glass is made up of over 13 individual layers. It’s absolutely 

transparent and color-neutral, so that your masterpieces seem near enough to touch. The fi nal layer 

is SCHOTT Amiran®, a special non-refl ective glass that absorbs 99% of UV, and is 

used in the great museums of the world.

Something for every taste.

There are endless color shades, and even more ideas about how they look best. Yavis is available 

in any exterior color, in any design. 

Those who prefer warm wood tones can get Yavis hand-painted with a grain that cannot be 

distinguished from real wood. Or would elegant marble be a better fi t? Yavis can be had in any 

design that can be imagined. 

Tough on the outside, soft on the inside.

Only two materials are good enough for the Yavis interior – the exclusive Alcantara®, and specially 

tanned leather. Why? Because ordinary leather can contain tanning salts that can tarnish metal.

Alcantara® is also scratch and wear-resistant, antibacterial and washable. In addition, it meets the 

strict Ökotex® Standard 100 for ecologically sustainable materials. Both upholstery 

materials are applied solvent-free. Alcantara® is available in 48 color shades; an 

overview is provided at www.locksor.de.

Leather is a natural product with an almost limitless range of colors. For example, how about 

an interior in the same shade as the interior of your vintage sports car? Or your wife’s preferred 

handbag color? 

We will be happy to send true-color samples of Alcantara® or specially-tanned leather. 

Technical data

Height Width Depth Weight

66 cm 56 cm 27 cm 260 kg

Secured by 4 wall anchors

Power supply: grid connect 230V AC (96...264V, 50-60Hz); external adapter

(Information subject to change)

Locksor Yavis is VdS and DIN EN certifi ed.

We will be glad to assist with all questions concerning planning and structural loading. Information 

for architects and structural engineers is provided at www.locksor.de

YAVIS WAS MADE TO CONTAIN EXTRAORDINARY THINGS.

JUST LIKE THE CHRONOMETERS IT HOLDS.

Any fi nish can be supplied: gloss, matte, with or without effects. 

Cherry, hand-painted Marble, hand-painted

Pearl white 2911  Basalt 2938 Burgundy 9076

Mango 2969  Deep black 9040

Black  Gray

Finishes and 

designs

Alcantara®

interior

Leather
Leather is naturally 
individual. Do you want 
a particular color? 
Locksor will provide it. 

Or would one of the 43 
other original Alcantara® 
colors fi t your collection 
better? Take a look, at 
www.locksor.de

What are your color 
and design preferences? 
Locksor will provide 
them. 
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THE WORKING DAY ISN’T WORKADAY,

WHEN THE WORKPLACE ITSELF IS A HIGHLIGHT.

There are about 20 working days in a month. 

Yavis has something special for each one.
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Locksor is something special, and these are the personalities behind it: 

Magda Klink-Völker, CEO, and Thomas Völker, CEO and developer.

LOCKSOR.

FOR THE THINGS THAT NOT EVERYBODY SEES.

A feel for objects. A sense of the transcendent. An appreciation 

of form and color. A respect for the craftsman’s art. A dedication  

to materials. The desirability of the unique. 

Yes. 

But never a question of utilitarianism. Those who share the  

passion for collecting will understand. 

Locksor creates a place for this passion, with objects that protect  

treasures and intensify the collecting experience. Because a  

collection is an encounter with things that speak to the senses. 

Precious moments. Nothing less than the enjoyment of living.

Locksor objects therefore go beyond the ordinary. Each detail, each  

component, each function is at the state of the engineering art.  

For true passion, this is the minimum.
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Personality shines through in handwriting, and style shines through in 

the writing instrument. Even if the reservoir may never see a drop of ink. 

Locksor Movis protects special writing instruments in a special way, with 

attention to the smallest detail. 

Discover a place for writing instruments like never before. Individually 

hand-made. Free from compromises in materials or functioning. For a 

collection whose carrying, presenting and keeping is its own reward. 

MOVIS. THE PLACE TO PUT WRITING INSTRUMENTS 

YOU DON’T WANT TO PUT DOWN.
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